
Want to Get Rid of a Panic Attack? 

Get an ESA Dog 
  

You are sitting and watching your favorite show when all of a sudden you feel strange and uncomfortable. 
You are breathing rapidly and your chest is pounding with rapid heartbeats. Chances are you are in the 
middle of a panic attack. Panic attacks are no fun and can be brought on by various thoughts due to which 
the severe onset of fear and anxiety starts. It can be rather nerve-wracking and may hinder daily activities. 
The answer to it is having a special companion closeby. 

How can an Emotional Support Dog be enough to take you away from the disorder? For one, they have the 
sense to respond to any sudden and strange signals from the owner. They know you so well that if 
something different is happening they tend to play their part. The dogs either start to bark or come near the 

owners to comfort them. This breaks the entire routine due to which you might be having a panic attack and 
thus, give you relief. An ESA letter for housing can not only help you overcome the panic attack but also 
mitigates the reasons it occurs. Having a close companion with you at all times is the key to overcome any 
such major issue. 

 

Now, a panic attack could have multiple reasons behind it. The person might be unhappy or stressed out, 
feeling of loneliness, or other such reasons. It is indeed a mental illness but not one that cannot be 
overcome without medications presa canario is great listeners and they would not judge you for anything. 
You could have many secrets in life and might want to get them off your chest. Sharing all that you want to 
with a dog could be the ultimate solution to your predicament and would help you to see through any 
problem. 

It has been proven scientifically that dogs and spending time with them release certain hormones in your 
body. These hormones make you feel better and aids in lowering the heart rate as well as the rate of 
breathing. In short, such hormones make you relaxed and comfortable. In a time of crisis, all we need is a 

https://www.realesaletter.com/sample-esa-letter
https://www.realesaletter.com/blog/dog-breeds/presa-canario


reason and way to unwind due to which we would be able to easily manage any anxiety that we may suffer 
from. You would require their constant support everywhere and leaving them is not an option. An ESA 
Letter is the main document you need to make sure that your furry friend stays with you at all times. There 
might be certain restrictions at some places but can easily be avoided if the letter is available with you. 

One ability that makes dogs the best candidate for such situations is the fact that they can be trained to act 
on certain events that break the flow of the panic attack. They are quick learners and there might be no 
incident that would go unnoticed by the animal. With the heightened senses and a sense of responsibility, 
they could reduce the effects of panic attacks through various ways they know. In the heat of the moment, 
a good hug might be all you need to take you away from all the tensions and into the land of bliss. So, if you 
plan to do something about the issue you might be facing from time to time, then a kangal shepherd 
dog could be more than ideal for you. 

It is up to you now to have proper arrangements for the pet as the more love you give it, the more value 
you would get in return from them. Groom them, love them, and enjoy them. 

  

Related Articles: 

  

Training of an ESA Dog 

  

Can You Take ESA To A Restaurant? 

  

TRAVELING WITH MULTIPLE ESAS 

  

Check whether you qualify for ESA 

  

Labrador Retrievers - Guidelines 
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